


The DT5 is the perfect solution for a high speed and reliable
portable money counting machine, suitable for any paper
banknote.Counting money outdoors has never been smoother and 
faster.Packed inside a leather bag which is handy to strap around 
your waste and convenient to carry; all you have to do is plug 4*AA 
batteries and use it on the go.





1. START key
Short press to start counting.�Short press after each count to 
reset the number

2. ADD key
Short press to enter the ADD mode; this function will add the 
new stack of counted bills to the former count

3. UV/WM key
Short press to switch between 3 different modes:
(1) Turn on UV function;
(2) Turn on Water mark function;
(3) Turn off both UV/WM functions.

Note: Both functions will automatically turn off when counting

1. Power Supply: Connect thesupplied 100-240V adapter to the 
unit or install the batteries - 4pcs AA (LR6)
2.Count:
- Open the transparent cover and turn on the machine.Once the
self-checking operation is complete,the machine. will enter the
working state and the screen will.display"0".
- Securely attach the counting guide in the right place, press the
pivoting feeding surface to put into the bills (be sure to push
them to the end). Short press the"START" key to count, short
press it again to reset after each count.
- If you need to accumulate banknotes, remove the first batch
that has been counted and short press "ADD"

Note:Counting the same batch of bills more than once is reommended 
to ensure accuracy.



> Press down with yourthumb the"PressDown" button on the 
left cover to open the transparent cover
> Push the pivoting feeding surface to the left then insert the 
stack of notes in an orderly manner.

3.UV function: 0pen the transparent cover to turn on the 
device, press "UV/WM" key to turn on the UV function. As
shown in the picture below, move the bills to see the UV image.



4. WM function: In the working state,press“UV/WM” key 
twice to turn on the WM function.As shown in the following 
picture, move bills closer to the light to check the watermark.

5. Auto-sleep function: themachine willenter sleep mode 
if you keep it idle for 1minute: the digital display will turn 
off, and it will wake up when you count again.

6. Turn off the machine: Close the transparent cover to turn 
off the machine.

When counting, place same-sized bills in a neat and 
square manner to achieve optimal counting results.
Placement of the bills in disorder leads to wrong counting 
results (figure below)



If an error code is displayed, please check out below
troubleshooting steps. This product should be operated only 
from the type of the power source indicated in the user's 
guide.

When the count is inaccurate, please check if the resistance 
wheel has serious wear, tilt or clearance is too large. Please 
adjust the resistance leather to the best position.

Please read and understand all of the safety instructions.

Only use the AC/DC adapter provided with the unit. The use of 
other AC/DC adapters may result in electric shock, fire or cause 
serious damage to the unit.



- Never push objects ofany kind into the unit through case slots, 
since they may touch dangerous voltage points or shortcut 
parts, resulting in a risk of fire electric shock.
- Unplug this product from the wall outlet and refer servicing to 
qualified service personnel under the following conditions: 
a. When the power supply cord or plug is damaged or frayed.
b. If water has been spilled into the unit.
c. lf the unit has been exposed to rain or water.
d. lf the products shows a noticeable change in performance. 
- To reduce the risk of electric shock, do not disassemble this 
product. Take ii to qualified service personnel when service or 
repair work is required. Opening or removing covers may 
expose you to dangerous voltages or other risks. Incorrect 
reassembly can cause electric shock when the appliance is 
subsequentlyused.
- Do not operate the unit in areas with high temperature or high 
humidity since it may prevent it from working correctly.
- Do not use the unit if the power cord is damaged or if the plug 
socket contact is loose. Not following those instructions may 
result in electric shock, fire or other hazards.

Unplug this product from the wall outlet before cleaning.Do 
not use liguid cleaners or aerosol cleaner.Use a damp cloth 
for cleaning dust and ink residues.

Contact us
1-332-228-1098

Support@deteckusa.com

Check out our Video Tutorials 
on youtube.com/deteckusa

www.deteckusa.com


